REF. VIG27697

€800,000 House / Villa - For sale

Quality built all stone rural country house with private garden and lovely views for
sale in the area of Baltar, Ourense
Spain » Galicia » Ourense » 32632
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OVERVIEW

Large country house perfectly restored with high quality
standards, a private garden, 7 bedrooms and a small
guest apartment in a cultural and scenic valley in the
south of Ourense.
In Baltar, located a 45-minute drive to the city centre of Ourense, we find this
fantastic country house in a rural area situated very close to the Portuguese border,
just 15 km from Montalegre and next to the Xures-Geres natural park.
This property's first stones date back to the early 1800s and completely restored in
good quality throughout 2000. The property features 7 bedroom suites and a guest
house, two dining areas, a large lounge, living and dining room, lovely private garden
with an outdoor enclosed pool, all with fantastic orientation with abundant natural
light throughout.
Inside the property, you are welcomed by an exterior patio that leads to the grounds
and the main house.

lucasfox.com/go/vig27697
Mountain views, Garden, Swimming pool,
Jacuzzi, High ceilings, Natural light,
Period Building, Period features,
Wooden flooring, Parking, Air conditioning,
Alarm, Balcony, Barbecue,
Built-in wardrobes, Chill out area,
Double glazing, Equipped Kitchen,
Fireplace, Heating, Library, Storage room,
Transport nearby, Utility room, Views, Well,
Wheelchair access

Upon entering the house, you are welcomed by the stunning lounge, living and dining
room featuring tall vaulted ceilings, exposed woodwork, and good quality carpentry.
This area receives natural light throughout because of its good orientation.The outer
patio divides the country house into the day and sleeping area. Next, we have a large
industrial kitchen and two dining areas, all on the ground level.
All the bedroom suites have their own door, from the outside garden and patio, all
featuring different layouts and finishes. The guest house is located in the garden
section, wholly separated from the main house.
In the garden, we find lovely fountains, antique finishes and the outdoor pool fully
enclosed, with the possibility to open it in the summer months. The garden area
offers beautiful views of the mountain chain that borders Spain and Portugal.
For the past couple of years, it has been used as a small rural hotel and a small
events centre. It would be ideal for anyone looking to bring this business back to life
or looking for a large country house in a rural area south of Ourense and close to
Portugal. Great opportunity for relaxation and tranquillity.
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Important Information relating to properties offered by Lucas Fox. Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by
Lucas Fox in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Lucas Fox nor any associated
agent has any authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents,
seller(s) or lessor(s). Prior the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out
a survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser.
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